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abcdefghijklmn 
opqrstuvwxyz
áâäàåãæçðéêëè 

íîïìĳjñóôöòøõœþß 
úûüùẃŵẅẁýŷÿỳ
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
ÁÂÄÀÅÃÆÇÐÉÊËÈ 

ÍÎÏÌĲJÑÓÔÖÒØÕŒÞẞ 
ÚÛÜÙẂŴẄẀÝŶŸỲ
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‘quote’
“quote”
‹quote›
«quote»
‚quote‘
„quote“

Multilingual Quotes

run-down
1946–1981 
snake_case.pdf
I love kittens—who doesn’t?

Dashes

(Parentheses)
{Curly braces}
[Square brackets]

Enclosures

5' 2"
4' 7"

Prime Marks

2^3 = 4×2
5+7 >= 20÷2
70 ≤ 91 < 128
10±3 > 9-4
38^0.5 ≈ 6
5 ≠ 23

Math

name@gmail.com
#412-555-8462
$52.91   41¢
78%   32°
note*   ~signature

Symbols

buffer
fired
flare
affluent
affixed
fjord
attend

buf fer
f ired
f lare
af f luent
af f ixed
f jord
at tend

Ligatures vs No Ligatures
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Quizdeltagerne spiste jordbær med fløde, mens cirkusklovnen 
Walther spillede på xylofon.

QUIZDELTAGERNE SPISTE JORDBÆR MED FLØDE, MENS 
CIRKUSKLOVNEN WALTHER SPILLEDE PÅ XYLOFON.

Dansk (Danish)

Victor jagt zwölf Boxkämpfer quer über den großen 
Sylter Deich.

VICTOR JAGT ZWÖLF BOXKÄMPFER QUER ÜBER DEN 
GROẞEN SYLTER DEICH.

Deutsch (German)

Svo hölt, yxna kýr þegði jú um dóp í fé á bæ.

SVO HÖLT, YXNA KÝR ÞEGÐI JÚ UM DÓP Í FÉ Á BÆ.

Íslenska (Icelandic)

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPS OVER THE LAZY DOG.

English

À noite, vovô Kowalsky vê o ímã cair no pé do pingüim 
queixoso e vovó põe açúcar no chá de tâmaras do jabuti feliz.

À NOITE, VOVÔ KOWALSKY VÊ O ÍMÃ CAIR NO PÉ DO 
PINGÜIM QUEIXOSO E VOVÓ PÕE AÇÚCAR NO CHÁ DE 
TÂMARAS DO JABUTI FELIZ.

Português Brasileiro (Brazilian Portuguese)

Parciais fy jac codi baw hud llawn dŵr ger tŷ Mabon.

PARCIAIS FY JAC CODI BAW HUD LLAWN DŴR GER 
TŶ MABON.

Cymraeg (Welsh)

Benjamín pidió una bebida de kiwi y fresa; Noé, sin vergüenza, 
la más exquisita champaña del menú.

BENJAMÍN PIDIÓ UNA BEBIDA DE KIWI Y FRESA; 
NOÉ, SIN VERGÜENZA, LA MÁS EXQUISITA CHAMPAÑA 
DEL MENÚ.

Español (Spanish)

Voix ambiguë d’un cœur qui au zéphyr préfère les jattes 
de kiwi.

VOIX AMBIGUË D’UN CŒUR QUI AU ZÉPHYR PRÉFÈRE 
LES JATTES DE KIWI.

Français (French)
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Lowercase

adventure bake comfort dream explore friendly gather hope illuminate 
journey knit laugh marvel navigate observe play quest relax savor thrive 
understand venture weave xylophone yearn zesty

Adventure Bake Comfort Dream Explore Friendly Gather Hope 
Illuminate Journey Knit Laugh Marvel Navigate Observe Play Quest 
Relax Savor Thrive Understand Venture Weave Xylophone Yearn Zesty

Capitalized

ADVENTURE BAKE COMFORT DREAM EXPLORE FRIENDLY 
GATHER HOPE ILLUMINATE JOURNEY KNIT LAUGH MARVEL 
NAVIGATE OBSERVE PLAY QUEST RELAX SAVOR THRIVE 
UNDERSTAND VENTURE WEAVE XYLOPHONE YEARN ZESTY

Uppercase
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In the year 2023, the world was full of 
surprises. People were asking, “What’s 
next?” as they navigated the twists and 
turns of life. Some wondered if they 
could find answers in the stars, while 
others searched for them in books, 
hoping for a revelation.

One day, a group of explorers set out 
on a journey to discover the lost city 
of Atlantis. They embarked on a ship 
(named “Odyssey #9”) equipped with 
advanced technology & high hopes. 
The crew consisted of individuals from 
various backgrounds, each bringing 
their unique skills to the mission.

As they sailed across the vast ocean, 
they encountered rough waves and 
unpredictable weather—the crew faced 
the challenge with determination and 
perseverance. Their motto was, “Never 
give up!” They knew that success was 
just around the corner.

During their voyage, they saw many 
wonders of the natural world; dolphins 
leaped in the sea, their tails glistening 
in the sun; seabirds circled overhead, 
and the crew marveled at the beauty 
of the ocean.

10pt/12pt

In the year 2023, the world was full of 
surprises. People were asking, “What’s 
next?” as they navigated the twists and 
turns of life. Some wondered if they 
could find answers in the stars, while 
others searched for them in books, 
hoping for a revelation.

One day, a group of explorers set out 
on a journey to discover the lost city 
of Atlantis. They embarked on a ship 
(named “Odyssey #9”) equipped with 
advanced technology & high hopes. 
The crew consisted of individuals from 
various backgrounds, each bringing 
their unique skills to the mission.

As they sailed across the vast ocean, 
they encountered rough waves and 
unpredictable weather—the crew faced 
the challenge with determination and 
perseverance. Their motto was, “Never 
give up!” They knew that success was 
just around the corner.

During their voyage, they saw many 
wonders of the natural world; dolphins 
leaped in the sea, their tails glistening 
in the sun; seabirds circled overhead, 
and the crew marveled at the beauty 
of the ocean.

6pt/8pt
In the year 2023, the world was full of 
surprises. People were asking, “What’s 
next?” as they navigated the twists and 
turns of life. Some wondered if they 
could find answers in the stars, while 
others searched for them in books, 
hoping for a revelation.

One day, a group of explorers set out 
on a journey to discover the lost city 
of Atlantis. They embarked on a ship 
(named “Odyssey #9”) equipped with 
advanced technology & high hopes. 
The crew consisted of individuals from 
various backgrounds, each bringing 
their unique skills to the mission.

As they sailed across the vast ocean, 
they encountered rough waves and 
unpredictable weather—the crew faced 
the challenge with determination and 
perseverance. Their motto was, “Never 
give up!” They knew that success was 
just around the corner.

During their voyage, they saw many 
wonders of the natural world; dolphins 
leaped in the sea, their tails glistening 
in the sun; seabirds circled overhead, 
and the crew marveled at the beauty 
of the ocean.
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In the year 2023, the world was full of 
surprises. People were asking, “What’s 
next?” as they navigated the twists and 
turns of life. Some wondered if they 
could find answers in the stars, while 
others searched for them in books, 
hoping for a revelation.

One day, a group of explorers set out 
on a journey to discover the lost city 
of Atlantis. They embarked on a ship 
(named “Odyssey #9”) equipped with 
advanced technology & high hopes. 
The crew consisted of individuals from 
various backgrounds, each bringing 
their unique skills to the mission.

As they sailed across the vast ocean, 
they encountered rough waves and 
unpredictable weather—the crew faced 
the challenge with determination and 
perseverance. Their motto was, “Never 
give up!” They knew that success was 
just around the corner.

During their voyage, they saw many 
wonders of the natural world; dolphins 
leaped in the sea, their tails glistening 
in the sun; seabirds circled overhead, 
and the crew marveled at the beauty 
of the ocean.


